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Summer 2019  

 
Introducing Shirley Addison 
 
Shirley Addison is SACC’s President for the period 2019- 
2021. Voting is done democratically by the members. 
 
This  young, strong minded lady is an All Breeds Judge, 
an active committee member of Rand Cat Club, has 
been SACC Secretary and Judges’ Council Secretary. Has 
judged at and been show manager of COTY and is 
happily married to Tim. 
 
Shirley owned the 2 catteries Moonpawz and Timshay 
and although no longer an active Breeder she remains 
passionate about the Birman breed – many of her 
“children/grandchildren” can still be seen on the show 
bench. Shirley worked very hard with her Birmans for 
many years, becoming  well respected within the 
Birman Fraternity and her in-depth knowledge of the 
breed is a definite asset for those who wish to become 
medium hair judges. 
 

 
Moonpawz Hello 

Bred by Shirley and owned by Karen Pepler  
Photo courtesy of Theresa Fouche 

 
I am hopeful that everyone in SACC will support Shirley 
as she embraces her new role as SACC President. 
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2020 SHOW CALENDAR 
Please consult Official Show Calendar for Show Managers. 

LEGEND:  
GAUTENG, CAPE TOWN, KZN, KIMBERLEY, PORT ELIZABETH  

 
February 29:   Rand Cat Club 
Gauteng 
March 14:   Eastern Cape Cat Club 
Port Elizabeth 
March 21:   SAASA (under WPCC auspices) 
Cape Town 
March 28/29:   Transvaal Cat Society 
Gauteng 
April 11:   All Breeds Cay Club 
Cape Town 
April 18:   BRS (under CFC auspices) 
Gauteng 
May 2:    Rand Cat Club 
Gauteng 
May 9/10:   Provincial Cat Society 
Hilton, KZN 
May 16:   Cat Fanciers Club 
Gauteng 
May 23:   Eastern Cape Cat Club 
Port Elizabeth 
May 30:   SACC Kitten Show 
Gauteng 
May 30:   Western province Cat Club 
Cape Town 
June 6:    Northern Cape/Free State 
Kimberley 
June 20:   All Breeds Cat Club 
Cape Town 
July 4:    SAASA (under RCC auspices) 
Gauteng 
July 25:   COTY (hosted by CFC and TCS) 
Gauteng 
August 15:   Cat Fanciers Club 
Gauteng 
August 22:   All Breeds Cat Club  
Cape Town 
August 29:   Eastern Cape Cat Club 
Port Elizabeth 
 

September 12:  Western Province Cat Club 
September 12:  Cape Top Cat 
Cape Town 
November 7/8: PET EXPO 
Gauteng 
 
The eNews and the Yahoo Members Group have been, 
for many years, the only avenues of communication for 
you, the members, although I believe that WPCC still 
sends a newsletter to its members. 
 
So, we are trying to address this. How….? 
 
Website: the site is kept up to date with changes and 
info as and when it is received. The Breeders Listing is 
being re- formatted at present – unfortunately this 
cannot be done overnight, so please be patient.  
There is a “Show Blog” which highlights the cat club 
and show winners- this blog is used in non show season 
to highlight different breeds and give the breeder who 
submitted kitten photos a bit of free advertising- this is 
changed weekly. 
 
Google Business Profile: during show season this 
advertises the show and includes show venue and 
always includes a cat photo. In non show season this 
posting follows the format of the show blog. 
I am very happy to tell you that so far Google Business 
has congratulated SACC for record “hits” on the 
Siamese/Oriental and Abyssinian Kitten postings. 
 
Face book:  SACC has both a Face book Page and a Face 
book Group- both are now linked to the Website. 
Changes and other info will be posted on these pages – 
this is where you will find the SACC Show Calendar 
when it is officially released as well as show entry 
forms/closing dates etc.  Please be aware that this info 
will only relate to SACC and its activities and shows. 
 
Instagram: This account has been set up but I am still 
addressing a problem- the website link is causing 
issues. 
 
Yahoo Members Group: The SACC Office Manager, 
Johan, is the Moderator and in charge of this closed 
group and all postings are SACC related. Being a 
member of SACC does not automatically make you a 
member of this group. 



You have to send a membership request to Johan who 
will invite you. So please don’t complain if you are not 
receiving Newsletter, Show info etc- it is your 
responsibility to ensure you have followed the correct 
procedure to become a member of the Yahoo Group. 
As I stated, this is a closed group so there may be 
postings which are only meant for SACC Members 
which you will not find on any of the other social 
platforms.  
 
eNews: This will continue to be published 4 times a 
year (to coincide with the seasons of the year) and will 
continue to have show winners and articles which are 
hopefully of interest to some of you.  
The Summer eNews is generally the most difficult to 
find content for- sure there is the GC feedback and the 
Show Calendar but without input from the shows it 
would be very short and consist of mainly text- this 
would be unacceptable because society has become 
more visual and not many people will actually read 
articles unless they contain some form of graphic 
illustration.  
This being said, as Editor, I have decided to profile a 
couple of Breeds in this issue- 2 SACC Breeders have 
been absolutely amazing and have sent lots of photos 
so it is only fitting that their breeds will be first. Thank 
you so much Karen Pepler and Beverly Smullen- you 
guys are very special. 
 
Website issues/changes: 
 
Communication Page- Forms.  
A few people are still having issues with form 
downloading.  
This is how it works: put your cursor on the Form 
button and move it toward the bottom of the button 
until the button changes colour then click and the 
form will download.  
The Form Buttons have had a text box added to 
accommodate all the info related to the particular 
form-it is the button and not the text which is linked to 
the Form that is why you have to click towards the 
bottom where there is no text -then the colour will 
change from white to gold. 
 

 
Home Page- Footer 
At the bottom of the Home Page after the Contact 
Form there is a black strip- this is the page footer 

where you will find on the left the “follow us” icons 
which are linked to specific pages and/or social media 
platforms.  
On the right hand side of the footer there are the email 
links for SACC’s special portfolios and the area they 
represent- please only use these emails for  portfolio 
specific correspondence.  
All other correspondence must be sent to the SACC 
Office email address: sacatreg@iafrica.com 
 
 

 SUMMER ISSUES 

 
Summer heat can cause issues for our cats.  
 
TICKS & FLEAS :  
The hot weather combined with rain or humidity create 
ideal breeding grounds for these parasites.  The 
parasites are bad enough but unfortunately they may 
also transmit other diseases or conditions.  
Ticks may cause Haemobatonellosis which attacks the 
red blood cells and can be transmitted through cat 
bites – unfortunately this disease may also cross the 
placental barrier, putting unborn kittens at risk. 
A more rare disease is Ehrlichiosis which is thought to 
be a Rickettsia organism- these organisms are parasitic 
in nature, they invade and ultimately kill cells. Luckily it 
is rare but is in Africa.  
Fleas are an absolute pest and many owners give 
preventative products in an attempt to eradicate them- 
it is not enough because flea larvae do not hatch on 
cats. Eggs fall off and hatch on the floor, carpet , 
furniture etc. so surroundings also have to be treated! 
Fleas are causative factor in Tapeworm infestation. 
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DEHYDRATION and HEATSTROKE 
Cats love to find a hot sunny spot to curl up and sleep 
in but our harsh African sun may just cause heatstroke 
and/or dehydration. It is very important to make sure 
that cats always have access to cool, clean water. Dark 
coated/skinned cats or overweight cats or cats with 
long, thick coats are at risk of becoming heat stressed 
so look out for excess lethargy, dry gums, fewer trips to 
the sandbox and refusal to eat.  

 
 
SWIMMING POOL WATER 
The majority of cats would not deign to dip a paw in 
the swimming pool but accidents do happen – chasing 
that elusive butterfly could land kitty in deep water! 
After retrieving your very disgusted with himself and 
embarrassed cat from said swimming pool and before 
you apply first aid to your scratches, please rinse kitty 
in clean water and dry him. Pool chemicals such as 
chlorine and salt should neither be left on the fur nor 
ingested by the cat while he attempts to groom 
himself. 

 
CARS 
If you are an owner who takes kitty with you whenever 
you go out- please don’t leave him in the car alone 
even for a few minutes – car interiors become like  

ovens within a very short time and there is always the 
chance that your car may be stolen with your precious 
pet inside!  
Another scenario could be that  your own cat has 
learned to drive and moves the car just to play with 
your mind! 

 
SNAKES 
All cold blooded creatures love to bask in the sun so 
summer heat does bring snakes out into the open in 
some areas of our country (Ed note- I often have night 
adders sunning themselves on my veranda).  
Cats are playful and also hunters so if they encounter a 
snake their instinct to play/hunt will be strong, 
therefore it is important if you let your cats out that 
you check the area beforehand- forewarned is 
forearmed!  Snakes are generally non confrontational 
and will only attack if provoked, so there is no need to 
harm them – they are after all part of nature. 

 
BEES 
The buzzing will generally arouse your cat’s curiosity 
and his playful pounce and swat mode will be engaged, 
which may result in a sting. This is not life threatening 
unless your cat has an allergic reaction to bee poison or 
is stung multiple times (this would involve many bees 
because when a bee stings its stinger is ripped off its 
body which causes the bee to die unlike wasps which 
can sting multiple times and continue to live ). The area 
may swell and redden and kitty may scratch causing 
loss of hair but unless he develops other symptoms 
there should be no need for veterinary intervention.  

 
 
TARMAC and CONCRETE 
Both of these surfaces can become exceeding hot when 
exposed to the sun, so take care that your cat’s 
sensitive paw pads are not burned. 
 
EXTRA FUR 
Ensure that your cat’s fur is well groomed and free of 
matting because that excess fur could cause 



overheating- ask yourself: would you wear a fur coat in 
summer?  
If you plan to clip/shave your cat during summer it is 
important that you do not clip too short. Animal fur 
protects against sunburn. 
 
THE SUN, SOLAR DERMATITIS and SKIN CANCER 
Cats, like humans, can fall victim to skin cancer from 
extended exposure to the sun’s rays. Light coloured 
cats are more at risk due to lack of melanin in their 
skin. Therefore try to restrict sun exposure. 
Solar dermatitis can predispose your cat to skin cancer. 
Look for reddened skin, loss of hair, skin inflammation, 
scratching of the affected area and crusty skin- if found 
consult your vet.  

 
 

BREED PROFILE 1 
 

BIRMAN 
 
The Birman or Sacred Cat of Burma is a medium haired, 
silky coated, colour pointed cat with pure white 
gloves/socks on all 4 paws. 
There is no documented evidence relating to the breed 
origin however the legend of the Birman makes a 
wonderful read.  

Legendary History: Pure white cats resided in the 
Buddhist temples of the country of Burma and were 
revered as the feline carriers of the souls of priests who 
had departed the mortal plain. The Goddess of 
transmutation, Tsim-Kyan-Kse, was worshipped in 
these temples, represented by a golden statue with 
glowing sapphire eyes. 

 

Mun-Ha, a priest and worshipper of Tsim-Kyan-Kse, 
served at the temple of Lao-Tsun. Every evening Mun-
Ha's faithful companion Sinh, one of the 100 sacred 
temple’s white cats, joined Mun-Ha for his evening 
prayers in front of the golden statue. One day, 
marauders from Siam raided the temple for its riches 
and struck down Mun-Ha. 

As Mun-Ha lay dying, Sinh put his paws on Mun-ha's 
head and faced the statue of Tsim-Kyan-Kse. Suddenly, 
Sinh's white fur changed to a beautiful golden hue, his 
face, tail, and legs darkened to the color of the earth, 
and his eyes changed from yellow to a deep, sapphire 
blue. Sinh's paws, however, remained white as a 
symbol of Mun-Ha's pure spirit. The next morning, all 
the temple cats had undergone the same 
transformation. 

 
 
For the next seven days Sinh refused all food and finally 
died, carrying Mun-Ha's spirit into paradise. 
 
Known History:  How they got to Europe is also 
shrouded in mystery- one report states that they were 
a reward for the defense of the temple and another 
that they were stolen and taken there. Nevertheless 
the breed name is derived from the French word for 
Burma “Birmanie” and the breed was first recognized 
by The Cat Club de France in 1925. Further 
development of the breed was curtailed by the horrors 
of World War ll, which almost resulted in the extinction 
of the Birman cat.  
Post war the foundation of the breed was established 
through the progeny of Orloff and Xenia de Kaabaa and 
after careful cross breeding Birmans were sent to the 
UK in 1955, although it wasn’t until 1966 that the GCCF 
officially accepted them. They arrived in the USA in 
1959 and were officially recognized by CFA in 1967. The  
Canadian Cat Association and TICA recognized them in 
1979. 
 



Birman Personality: Affectionate, gentle and faithful 
companions but also have an air of dignity- perhaps 
there’s truth in the legend and they are accustomed to 
being adored???  
They are intelligent and people orientated and their 
temperament makes them easy to handle which makes 
show preparation a labour of love for the owner- 
there’s that “I was born to be adored” raising its head 
again! 
 

 
 

 
 
Birman Breed Traits: In the ideal Birman, the matching 
white gloves on the front paws should end at or 
between the second and third joints of the paw. On the 
back paws, the gloves should cover all the toes and 
may extend up higher than the gloves on the front 
paws. 
The gloves must extend up the back of the hock, ideally 
this ends  in a point or inverted 'V' and extend one-half 
to three-quarters of the way up the hock. Symmetry is 
desirable, the front gloves should match, the back 
gloves should match, and the markings on the back of 
the hock should match. 
However, getting well-gloved Birmans is the frustrating 
part of Birman breeding because the dominant white 
spotting factor gene  is difficult to control.  
Adding to this is the fact that Birmans are born pure 
white and develop point colour later so it is an anxious 
time for the Breeder as they wait for glove markings to 
become evident- and if the babies are redpoints or 
cream points the breeder needs a magnifying glass! 
Birmans can be self pointed, silver pointed or tabby 
pointed – they all have beautiful piercing blue eyes, 
roman noses and white gloves and need to be 
worshipped. 
 
 

Famous Birmans:  
 
CHOUPETTE, a blue tortie point Birman born in 2011 
and owned by the late fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld – 
the cat he stated he would like to marry if animal/ 
human marriages were legal. Choupette has a large 
social presence with many followers, 2 maids and lives 
a pampered lifestyle. 
 

 

 
TIMSHAY CORELLI, a seal point Birman owned by the 
SACC President Shirley Addison. Corelli had an 
illustrious show career which spanned many years- still 
competing and winning in his twilight years. He was an 
amazingly gentle soul with a personality as big as the 
world.  
 

 
Photo courtesy of Theresa Fouche. 

 
Corelli crossed the rainbow bridge in 2019 and 
returned to the Temple of Lao-Tsun and into the arms 
of the Goddess Tsim-Kyan-Kse. 
 
 
Information taken from various articles. 

A Birman litter bred by Karen Pepler. 



BREED PROFILE 2 
 

NOWEGIAN FOREST CAT 
 
History: The Norwegian Forest Cat is affectionately 
referred to as a “Wegie” by enthusiasts. It is classified 
as a medium haired cat- the Wegie double coat is 
unique having a woolly undercoat and a waterproof top 
coat. 
 
 Norwegian Myths and Legends 
Norse mythology tells that mountain dwelling fairy cats 
“Norskskaukatts/ Norsk skogkatts” were favourites of 
Freyja , the goddess of love, fertility and the hearth. 
Freyja traveled in a chariot drawn by two cats and as 
she passed through the countryside seeds sprouted 
and grew. Farmers who left out pans of milk for her 
divine cats were blessed with bountiful harvests. 
Freyja also symbolized domesticity and was often 
portrayed with Norskskaukatts playing around her feet.  
Freyja and her cats were asked to bless those who 
wished to marry. Many superstitions about weddings 
and cats began because of this. Some of these were: 

 Girls who value cats will definitely marry 
 Giving newlyweds a black cat as a gift 

represents good luck 
 If you step on a cat’s tail, you will not marry for 

a year 
 If a woman feeds a cat before her wedding, she 

will have a happy marriage 
 Scandinavians believed that feeding a cat well 

would guarantee sunshine on the day of a 
wedding. 

 

 

Norskskaukatts  were said to be so huge that even the 
gods couldn’t  lift them. One tale relates how Thor lost 
a contest of strength to Jormungand, the serpent son 
of Loki, who disguised himself as a Forest cat.  
 

 
 

Uncertain History 
Some believe that the breed's ancestors may have 
been a landrace of short-haired cats brought to Norway 
by Vikings around 1000 AD, who may also have brought 
with them long-haired cats. 
Another thought is that the ancestors of the Norwegian 
Forest cat served on Viking ships as mousers before  
adapting to living  in the Norwegian forests. 
 
Documented History 
 After many centuries farmers “adopted” them because 
of their great hunting skills; in the early twentieth 
century they were discovered by cat enthusiasts. 
 in 1938 the Norwegian Forest Cat Club was formed in 
Oslo but the preservation of the breed was halted by 
World War ll – this almost caused the breed to die out 
because of cross mating with free roaming domestic 
cats. The club persevered and created an official 
breeding programme and established the Norwegian 
Forest Cat breed. 
In the 1970s FIFe  accepted and registered Wegies, in 
1978 they were accepted in Sweden and the UK 
accepted them in 1989. CFA only accepted the breed in 
1994.  
 
 

 

Thor tries to lift the disguised Jormungard 

Freyja in her chariot being pulled  
by her Norskskaukatts 



Wegie personality 
Norwegian Forest cats have a quiet voice but can be 
more vocal if ignored especially at meal times. They are 
friendly and intelligent and generally satisfied being  in 
the same room with people although they can be a bit 
reserved with visitors. Loves a good scratch between 
the ears which often illicits a head butt or cheek rub 
from him.  The Norwegian Forest cat has a lot of energy 
and can be quite demanding of attention. 
 

 
 
WEGIE BREED TRAITS 
The head is long with an overall shape similar to an 
equilateral triangle, a strong chin, and a muzzle of 
medium length.  The eyes are almond shaped and 
oblique, and may be of any colour. The profile is 
straight. The ears are large, have a tufted top  and 
continue the line of the wedge. The breed has many  
acceptable coat colours and patterns  but don’t look for 
the pointed pattern because it is not allowed. 
 

 
 

The Norwegian Forest Cat is strongly built and larger 
than an average cat,  males are larger than females. 
The breed has a long, sturdy body, long legs and a 
bushy tail.  
 Wegies are very good climbers, and can even climb 
rocks.  
 

 
 

Information taken from various articles. 
 

 

Crescendo Chatanooga Choo Choo and Crescendo Kalamazoo. 
Bred by Beverly Smullen. Photo courtesy of Jenni Ferreira. 

Yoda, Chewbacca, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Princess Leia and Darth 
Vader from Beverly Smullen ofCrescendo Cattery.  

Photo courtesy of Jenni Ferreira. 

The very beautiful Crescendo Billy Holliday 
 bred by Beverly Smullen. 

Photo courtesy of Jenni Ferreira 

I don’t care what you say 
– everything is mine! 



GC of SACC AGM 
 
The GOVERNING COUNCIL of SACC held it’s AGM on the 
26th October. 
 
The Show Dates were ratified and it was confirmed that 
TCS and CFC will co-host  COTY 2020. 
 
There was one Breed Council Proposal to change the 
Selkirk Rex Standard of Points- the proposal was 
unsuccessful. 
 
Please be advised that there are no changes to the 
SACC Constitution, the SACC Show Rules or  Standard of 
Points for  any SACC breed. 
 
A proposed re-structuring document of The Breed 
Council Rules** was presented and accepted by GC. 
 
**This change to the rules gives individual breeders, 
unrelated to Breed Groups, a say in their breeds in 
regard to changes/revisions of the Breed Standard.   
The revised rules removes a club’s right to make breed 
standard proposals but gives Judges’ Panels an 
overseer’s role where the proposals of individuals are 
concerned. 
Please note that the new  Breed Council Rules 
document will replace the current Breed Group and 
Breed Council Rules documents. 
 
New forms for Breed Council were also approved by 
GC. The Rules and new forms will be uploaded to the 
website as soon as they are received from the Breed 
Council Secretary. 
 
Kindly contact Ingrid for further information.  
Her email is saccbreedcouncil@gmail.com 
 
JUDGES’ COUNCIL FEEDBACK 2019 
 
Congratulations to Lance Wiseman from the Cape Panel 
of Judges for qualifying on some Foreign Breed cats and 
to Grant Leih from Cat Judges’ Incorporated Panel for 
achieving All Breeds Judge status ( in December he 
resigned from CJI).  
 
Judges’Council Symposium and Workshop will take 
place on 15/16 February in Gauteng. 

 
 
 

MAGIC MUNCHKINS 
Kindly written by Karen Pepler- I owe you K! 

Special thanks to the Photographers 

 
The biggest thing about  Munchkins  is the controversy 
that has surrounded them for nearly a century. And the 
smallest feature of the breed is the length of their legs. 
Size-wise, the Munchkin is a totally normal cat. 
 
The first reported Munchkin was seen by a veterinarian 
in London during WW ll, but nobody has any records of 
this cat, except that it also produced short-legged 
kittens.  
 
In 1956 Max Egon Theil of Germany, described a cat he 
had seen in Stalingrad which had unusually short legs 
but was in no way functionally hindered. This cat was 
seen playing amongst  its normal siblings. At times it 
was seen sitting on its haunches with its front legs in 
the air, similar to the alert stance of a rabbit.  
Because of this behaviour, the cat was dubbed the 
"Stalingrad Kangaroo Cat.  
The day before he was to return to Germany, the cat 
was taken away by a Russian physician, and no further 
information about the cat is available. However, based 
on the description, this undoubtedly represents the 
same trait seen previously in Great Britain. 
 
In 1982 Sandra Hochenedel rescued a litter of kittens 
from under a truck.  Two of the females had short legs 
and both were pregnant. She kept the black female and 
named her Blackberry. She produced 4 kittens and 2 
had short legs. And the rest is history. 
 
 

The ALIENS 
did it! 
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Enough of the basic history. There’s lots more available 
on the web 
 After decades of testing and hysteria, it is still just a 
natural mutation, like the colour of a Siamese, and the 
long hair of a Maine Coon. The curly coats of Devon 
Rexes and the naked skin of the Sphynx are also 
mutations. It is not dwarfism which affects most of the 
body.  Basically, the long bones in the arms and legs are 
exactly half the normal length.  
 
The first Munchkins in South Africa were imported by 
Johan & Thea Lamprecht and Karen Pepler in 1999 
from Animaldocs cattery in the USA.  Knowing very 

little about them at the time, we learnt very quickly 
that they don’t only look cute and sweet, but have 
huge and confident personalities. 
 
THE FIRST THREE MUNCHKINS  FROM USA TO SA 
 

 
ANIMALDOCS MONTANA HANNA OF LES BEAUX CHATS 

 

 
ANIMALDOCS ADAM OF LES BEAUX CHATS 

 

 
ANIMALDOCS LOW AND BEHOLD OF KARNAKI 

 



It is probably logical to assume that the short legs 
would interfere with their agility, but the opposite is 
actually true. They always outrun “normal” cats and 
they jump as high as any other cat.  
The first Munchkin in SA proved her talents a day after 
her arrival by getting onto the roof of the house! 
 
Munchkins can be prone to Lordosis and flat chests.  
Fortunately, this is very rare and has only appeared 
about 5 times in the 20 years of SA breeding. These 
conditions are seen more often in other breeds. 
 Studies of older munchkins have not highlighted any 
conditions that stem from their short-legged stature 
neither   have possible structural problems been found.  
Many SA Munchkins have lived beyond 15 years 
without related issues. 
 
They are very hardy cats because they must resemble a 
household domestic cat and therefore are outcrossed 
mainly with non-pedigreed cats. 
Any Munchkin resembling a distinctive breed may be 
registered but not shown in SACC.  
Through the years, especially in the very early days, 
outcrosses were done, resulting in Persian-looking 
Munchkins, called Napoleons and Curly haired 
Munchkins like Skookums and Lambkins. Even hairless 
Munchkins, or Bambinos (not recognized in SACC), have 
proved to be incredibly popular. 
 

 
KARNAKI SQUIRREL NUTKIN  Photo courtesy of Theresa Fouche 

 
People confuse Munchkins with “Teacup Cats”. 
 There is no such thing! It’s a marketing scam to lure  
people into parting with their money.  
 

Munchkins can be very big (but with short legs). A few 
are almost as long as Maine Coons.  
Unfortunately, they are not prolific breeders, because 
the responsible gene gets passed on very randomly, in 
fact breeders often have only one or two munchkins in 
a litter- the rest of the litter will have “normal” legs.. 
 

 
KARNAKI EK’S ‘N DAPPER MUIS AND LONGLEGGIE BROTHER 
 

 
KARNAKI RUM & COCA-COLA 

 
 



 
KARNAKI LOW AND BEHOLD  

 
Bottomline (excuse the pun) is: 

 they are very healthy, 

 strong,  

 extremely playful and  

 affectionate.  

And you will still have a cat, which gets on top of 
counters, climbs up trees and will outrun you on the 
lawn! 
____________________________________________ 
******************************************* 
 
The Munchkin even holds a Guiness World Record 
 
In 2014, Lilieput, a Munchkin cat from Napa, California 
was named the shortest statured living cat in the world 
by Guiness World Records.  
She stands a mere 5¼ inches (13.34 centimeters) tall! 
 
******************************************* 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All that’s left to say is “Happy 
Holidays” and all the best for 2020.  
 

                         
 

                      

يدة ع س ياد   أع
 מועדים לשמחה
Счастливых праздников 
Joyeuses Fêtes 
Frohe Feiertage 
Felices Fiestas 
Boa Festas 
Fijne Feestdagen 
Gelukkige Vakansie 
Buone Feste 
Amaholide Happy 
Thabile matsatsi a phomolo 
 

 


